
Company Description
Founded in 2012 by Dr. John C. Carrano, Paratus
Diagnostics, LLC is an early‐stage startup focused
on point‐of‐care medical diagnostic solutions. As
patient‐centric treatment continues to grow
rapidly ‐‐ motivated primarily by cost and
convenience ‐‐ Paratus is positioned to accelerate
the trend with its differentiated technology.

Our singular mission is to develop a diagnostic
solution for common illnesses that focuses on the
following key drivers:

 low cost

 mobility and convenience

 U.S. Food and Drug Administration
clearance

 point‐of‐care diagnostic

 accurate results

 CLIA waiver

Our PreparedNow system rapidly analyzes
multiple potential pathogens simultaneously and

provides results in a simple, binary format that
doesn't require additional technical proficiency or
laboratory interpretation. This timely solution
allows clinicians to provide informed care options
during the patient visit, eliminating the long
delays, return visits and further costs associated
with waiting on lab results.

Additional benefits:

 improved patient understanding of both
health issue and treatment plan

 better compliance with treatment
recommendations

 improved treatment outcomes

 reductions in antibiotic overprescription

 quantifiable condition improvement

 additional high‐margin revenue stream
for clinicians

 convenience for patients to avoid a
return visit to review results

 reduction in medical staff labor

Technology Profile
Paratus SDS (Specimen Delivery System):

 low‐cost, single‐use diagnostic cartridge
that safely seals off the sample and
allows for the total automation of
multiplexed assay‐panel protocols in
minutes rather than days

 aligns with existing clinical practices,
meaning healthcare providers' routines
remain unchanged

 self contained and requires no special
tools beyond mating to a common
smartphone (which will be provided for
free)

 accepts a wide range of specimen
options, such as: nasopharyngeal,
capillary blood, saliva, urine and stool.

 Capable of a wide variety of diagnostic
analyses, such as: common respiratory
illnesses and other infectious diseases,
periodontal disease and other dental
applications, veterinary use, ebola and
other endemic diseases, gastroenteritis
and other maladies that commonly affect
troop battle‐readiness, bioterrorism
response, outbreak triage, facilitating
speedier localized care and other
developing‐world concerns



Value Proposition
With the decentralization of diagnostics and the
commoditization of expertise, patients are seeing
‐‐ and taking advantage of ‐‐ an opportunity to
take control of their healthcare. Our system helps
practitioners help patients do that with reliable,
quick, easily understandable and cost‐effective
diagnosis. Patients are given the tools to better
understand their conditions, treatment options,
prognosis, health improvement during treatment
and expected completion of care.

These newfound benefits will entice patients to
ask for PreparedNow diagnoses, each of which
saves patients time and money while generating
high‐margin revenue for clinicians, distribution
companies and us.
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